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Cyclacenes are currently a major topic of interest because of their remarkable structural similarity to carbon nanotubes [1] and the possible utility of their cylindrical cavities in host–guest chemistry [2]. Hence, many of the theoretical and experimental chemists have studied the cyclacenes and the silacyclacenes to gain an insight into the physical and chemical properties of these interesting molecular systems or to find out some synthetic routes to obtain hitherto unknown compounds [3-6].

Hence, we have been keen on investigating a novel family of [n]silacyclacene isomers; the [5.7]_n silacyclacenes (Figure are depicted above). The nomenclature presented herein is as follows: “n” for [n]silacyclacenes refers to the number of fused benzene rings, whereas “n” for [5.7]_n silacyclacenes refers to the number of fused azulene ring systems. In this work, we report several theoretically predicted properties of this new family of molecules using Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set.

As the [5.7]_n silacyclacenes increase in size, the bond length alternation along the top edge decreases suggesting greater delocalization of the π-system with increasing size. The [5.7]_n silacyclacene optimized geometries show C_{nv} symmetry. NICS may be considered as a useful indicator of the aromatic character of a system and usually correlates well with the other energetic, structural, and magnetic criteria for aromaticity [7]. For n=3, the NICS values are close to zero, indicating the molecule is nonaromatic, whereas for n>4, the NICS values become more negative with increasing size and the negative NICS values denote aromaticity.